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The eventual success of optical quantum information (QI) processing depends critically on the available
technologies. Photons produced via the nonlinear process of spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC)
have now been used in a vast array of experiments in optical quantum computing and long-distance quantum
communication. However, almost no source to date has been fully optimized. Here, we describe our progress in
engineering an ideal photon-pair source for optical quantum information processing – polarization-entangled
photons made indistinguishable by engineering spatio-spectral unentanglement at the source. We present
solutions for several key challenges encountered in the development of the indistinguishable source. We expect
such a source to directly translate into significantly enhanced QI protocols with higher rates, fidelities and
efficiencies.
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1. Introduction

Two-photon interference manifests itself ubiquitously

in linear optical quantum computing and quantum

communication, in the form of the Hong-Ou-Mandel

(HOM) interferometer [1]. For most quantum infor-

mation (QI) applications, including teleportation, a

HOM measurement must be performed between

photons originating from different sources. Such an

‘event-ready’ HOM consists of two independent

sources, each of which generates a photon pair; two

photons, one from each source, are then combined at a

beam-splitter. Here, mere indistinguishability between

the two interfering photons does not suffice; any

‘which-process’ information carried by the non-

interfering partner photons essentially makes the

interfering processes distinguishable. Thus, indistin-

guishable photon-pair sources – photons uncorrelated

in spatial-mode and frequency – are required for high-

fidelity optical quantum information (QI) protocols

[2]. Currently, nearly all experiments solve this

problem by incorporating extremely narrow-band

spatial and spectral filters to reduce any distinguishing

information. However, filtering also drastically reduces

the incident photon flux, thereby greatly lowering the

overall efficiency. A better solution is to use unen-

tangled photons [3–10], i.e. photons with no spatio-

spectral correlations. Such truly indistinguishable

photons would provide high-visibility interference

without filtering. However, for useful QI processing

we still need usable entanglement, another fundamen-

tal resource for QI, in at least one degree of freedom,

e.g. polarization. Here, we describe our progress in

engineering an ideal indistinguishable photon-pair

source for optical QI processing – polarization-

entangled photons with spatio-spectral unentangle-

ment. We expect such a source to significantly improve

the rates, efficiencies and fidelities of several QI

protocols.

2. Engineering an indistinguishable-photon source

Our approach to developing an indistinguishable

polarization-entangled photon pair source relies on

spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) and

consists of two parts. First, we engineer unentangle-

ment in the spatial mode and frequency between two

photons generated from a single SPDC crystal, based

on a group-velocity matching technique presented in

[7]. Then we incorporate standard schemes – the

two-crystal geometry [11–12] and the ‘rail-cross’

arrangement [13–15] – to generate polarization entan-

glement between different pairs of spatio-spectrally

engineered photons.
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2.1. Eliminating spatial and spectral correlations in
SPDC photons

Our first step in engineering the indistinguishable-

photon source consists of imposing group-velocity

matching and optimizing the phasematching para-

meters for non-collinear, degenerate type-I SPDC to

achieve maximum unentanglement in both frequency

and spatial modes. The complete theory and the details

behind the group-velocity matching technique to

engineer the spatial and spectral characteristics of the

downconversion photons can be found in [7]. In brief,

the two-photon downconverted state can be written in

terms of creation operators acting on the vacuum

state as

�j i ¼

ð
dks

ð
dki f ðks, kiÞâ

þ
s ðksÞâ

þ
i ðkiÞ vacj i, ð1Þ

where the subscripts s and i stand for signal and idler,

respectively. f ðks, kiÞ, the joint two-photon amplitude

(JPA) that characterizes the two-photon state, depends

on the phase-matching conditions and SPDC para-

meters such as the crystal length L, pump beam waist

w0, position of beam waist z0 and pump spectral

bandwidth � (see Figure 1). Figure 2(a) and (b) shows

the typical source geometry, which defines the polar (�)
and azimuthal (�) downconversion emission angles.

In typical SPDC configurations, correlations can exist

in and between the spectral (!) and angular (both �
and �) degrees of freedom of the downconversion
beams. These correlations can be derived from the

JPA, since f ðks, kiÞ is a function of the wave vectors,

which in turn depend on !, � and � [7].

Figure 2(c) shows the different types of dominant
correlations that typically exist between the signal and
the idler photons for a type-I downconversion source

pumped with a pulsed laser. External or inter-photon
correlations exist between the signal and the idler
photons, and are denoted by solid lines in Figure 2(c).
These constitute azimuthal–azimuthal (e.g. photons

are emitted on opposite sides of the pump beam as
shown in Figure 2(c)), spectral–spectral, polar–polar
and hybrid spectral-polar entanglement between the

photons in a downconversion pair [7]. There are also
internal or intra-photon correlations, denoted by the
vertical dashed lines in Figure 2(c), between the
frequency and polar emission angle of the same

photon; such correlations, for example lower frequency
components of the downconverted photons emerging
at wider angles, can be thought of as being similar to a

chirp in a classical field. Correlations involving
azimuthal angles, on the one hand, and polar angles/
frequencies, on the other hand, tend to be weak and are
not shown in Figure 2(c).

For true indistinguishability, the JPA must be

factorable in all photonic degrees of freedom (DOFs).
The mechanism for tailoring the photon-pair entangle-
ment properties relies on optimizing the source
parameters, such as � (by choosing a spectrally broad

pump source), w0 (by adjusting the pump beam focus),
and L (by specifying the crystal length). Additionally,
group velocity matching (along with the required phase

matching) reduces most of the intra-photon and inter-
photon correlations. Using the conditions derived by
Vicent and colleagues [7], we can deduce the optimized

specifications for generating frequency-degenerate

Figure 1. SPDC parameters – crystal length L, pump beam waist w0, and position of beam waist z0 measured relative to the
crystal center. (The color version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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SPDC photon pairs, e.g. centered at 810 nm using a
�-barium borate (BBO) crystal pumped by an ultra-
short pulse train centered at 405 nm. The internal
emission angle at which vector group-velocity match-
ing occurs is �s0 ¼ ��i0 ¼ 9=96�, which corresponds to

�16� external propagation angle. For this emission
angle, and for the selected central emission frequency,
the required crystal-cut angle required to attain
phasematching is �pm ¼ 40:7� (we also assume an
azimuthal orientation of the optic axis of �pm ¼ 30�,
for which the effective non-linearity is near its
maximum). The optimal crystal length can be shown
to be close to L¼ 300 mm, based on the overlap of the

downconversion modes from the crystal with the fiber-
collection modes. Further, the required pump-beam
radius is wo¼ 23 mm (at z0¼ 0) and the pump
bandwidth is �28 nm at 405 nm. Such an optimization
predicts greater than 90%-visibility HOM interference
and a �900-fold improvement in the coupled bright-
ness (compared with typical filtered geometries, for
example see [16–21]). However, note that to create such
a pump, we would have to frequency-double an

�80 nm bandwidth (�20 fs pulse width) Ti-sapphire
laser; such large bandwidths are experimentally chal-
lenging to work with due to complications arising from
dispersion, chirp, etc. Therefore, we initially use a
quasi-optimized source: a 600-mm long BBO crystal
that is group-velocity matched, requiring an optimized
pump focus wo¼ 46 mm and an optimized bandwidth
at 405 nm of 15 nm (experimentally, we start with

�¼ 4 nm at 405 nm, generated using a doubled �90-fs
Ti-sapphire laser). The quasi-optimized source is still
expected to have a �230-fold improvement in the
coupled brightness (compared with typical filtered
geometries), with greater than 90% HOM interference
visibilities.

A related application for these techniques is a
heralded source of single photons: detection of one
member of a pair heralds the presence of the other.
Such a source may be further extended to prepare

single photons on demand, as well as desirable

multiphoton states; for example, number states and
maximally entangled ‘NOON’ states [22]. One impor-
tant factor of a useful heralded source is the heralding
efficiency, defined as the probability of finding a
photon in a definite state given the detection of its
conjugate. Note that in order to produce any of the
multiphoton states, it is again critical that the
heralding and the heralded photon not be entangled
with each other, i.e. as above, we need indistinguish-
able photons.

2.2. Incorporating polarization entanglement

Type-I polarization-entangled photons can be gener-
ated using the two-crystal geometry [11]: two adjacent
thin nonlinear crystals are oriented orthogonally, such
that a vertically V (horizontally H) polarized pump
photon can downconvert into a pair of horizontally
(vertically) polarized photons in the first (second)
crystal. If the downconversion processes in each crystal
are coherent with one another, pumping with photons
polarized at 45� ideally generates a pure maximally
entangled state:

j i ¼
1ffiffiffi
2
p : H1H2j i þ ei�ð!p,!s,!i,kp, ks,kiÞ V1V2ij

� �
: ð2Þ

The relative phase � in Equation (2) is determined by
phasematching constraints and depends on various
parameters such as crystal type and length, and pump
(downconversion) frequency !p (!s, !i) and momen-
tum vector kp (ks, ki).

Typically, the source employs (only) phasematched
crystals, and the SPDC parameters are not entirely
optimized. By employing two group-velocity matched
optimized SPDC crystals, which can each generate
spatio-spectrally unentangled photons, we can, in
principle, engineer a truly indistinguishable source.
However, the integration of the spatio-spectral unen-
tanglement techniques with the two-crystal scheme for
producing polarization entanglement leads to at least
three challenges: spectral-temporal decoherence,

Figure 2. Basic SPDC source geometry. (a) Side view showing the emission polar angles. (b) Looking into the pump view,
showing the emission azimuthal angles. (c) Dominant correlations between the signal and idler photons. (The color version of
this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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emission-angle dependence of downconversion polar-
ization (Migdall effect) and the need for birefringent
focusing/collection.

3. Dominant challenges and their solutions

3.1. Spectral and spatial decoherence

One of the usual requirements to engineer indistin-
guishable photons is a broad bandwidth pump [7],
realized by an ultrafast femtosecond laser; the wide
range of frequencies relaxes the strict limitation
imposed by energy conservation, resulting in minimal
spectral correlations in the engineered source.1 Thus,
the pump bandwidth, along with the crystal length
(which determines the range of pump frequencies that
are phasematched for downconversion) need to be
optimized to eliminate spectral correlations. However,
decoherence in ultrafast entanglement sources causes a
tradeoff between source brightness and fidelity,2

making it challenging to create an efficient high-fidelity
type-I polarization-entangled source using these
pumps. In ultrafast pulsed two-crystal type-I sources,
unlike sources with a monochromatic CW-pump, each
frequency component of the broadband pump sees a
different effective length of the crystal due to disper-
sion; averaging over the associated phases then leads to
effective decoherence and reduced entanglement.
Similarly, downconversion photons emitted at varying
angles and frequencies can acquire different relative
phases. Collecting multiple such states through large-
diameter irises and large-bandwidth spectral filters
results in averaging over the phases, leading to effective
spatial decoherence [23]. Spectral decoherence can be
countered by ‘precompensating’ the pump by passing it
through a birefringent crystal before the downconver-
sion crystals [24]. Spatial decoherence can be similarly
eliminated by directing the downconversion photons
through suitable birefringent compensating crystals
that have the opposite phase characteristics as that of
the downconversion crystals [25]. By effectively com-
bining these temporal precompensation and spatial
compensation techniques, we have demonstrated an
extremely high-fidelity (499%) ultrafast type-I polar-
ization entanglement source [23] and overcome the first
challenge imposed by a broad-bandwidth pump.

3.2. The Migdall effect

The second challenge arises because simultaneous
group-velocity and phase-velocity matching in the
engineered source results in a large (external) emission
angle of 16�. As shown by Migdall [26], the polariza-
tions of the downconverted photons vary with their
emission angles, because the ordinary downconversion

polarization must be perpendicular to the propagation
direction and the crystal optic axis; further details on
the theory can be found in [26]. As demonstrated in
[27], the Migdall effect becomes appreciably larger for
larger cone opening angles, with a 16� downconversion
cone exhibiting up to a �12�p deviation3 from the
expected 90�p polarization, compared with only a �3�p
maximum deviation for a 3� cone.

The Migdall effect in the engineered two-crystal
scheme has serious consequences on the generated
entangled state; for the 16� downconversion cone, the
emitted two-photon polarization state is
j imigdall ¼ ðj78

�
p, 120

�
pi þ j0

�
p, 0
�
pÞ=

ffiffiffi
2
p

(collected at 0�

and 180� azimuthal angles for the first crystal, and
90� and 270� azimuthal angles for the second crystal)
[27] and no longer the ideal maximally entangled state
 imax

�� ¼ ðj90�p, 90
�
pi þ j0

�
p, 0
�
piÞ=

ffiffiffi
2
p

. Thus, the polariza-
tions produced by the two crystals are no longer
orthogonal to each other; more importantly, there is
no basis in which they can be written as a maximally
entangled state. The fidelity of  imigdall

�� with  imax

�� is
only 96%;4 the predicted concurrence of  imigdall

�� is
90.8%, if there were no temporal decoherence.
Additionally, there is a significant component (�3%),
quantified by the overlap between the downconversion
states generated from the two crystals, that cannot be
temporally compensated, and therefore experiences
unavoidable decoherence. The final predicted max-
imum concurrence is �88%.

As suggested in [27], we can exploit the Migdall
effect to create a nearly maximally entangled state, by
collecting at non-traditional azimuthal angles, i.e.
locations where the relative polarizations between the
downconversion photons generated from the two
crystals are almost orthogonal. Such a strategy
should maximize the overlap with the ideal maximally
entangled state and produce, after local corrections,
ðj93:4�p, 86:6

�
pi þ j0

�
p, 0
�
piÞ=

ffiffiffi
2
p

, which has 499% pre-
dicted fidelity with a maximally entangled state and a
concurrence above 98%. Experimentally, however,
while we do produce the states j93:4�p, 86:6

�
pi and

0�p,
��� 0�pi from each of the respective crystals, by
collecting at non-traditional angles, experimentally
the resulting polarization-entangled state does not
exhibit a high degree of polarization entanglement.
The large 16� downconversion emission, combined
with the unconventional collection angles, results in
numerous other related issues, such as extreme
sensitivity to temporal and spatial compensation. For
example, the group-velocity matched crystals have an
extremely large spatial-phase slope [23] of �73�-per-
mm compared with 15�-per-mm for the typical 3�

downconversion propagation (at �120 cm from the
downconversion crystal). Thus, spatial decoherence
alone theoretically limits the concurrence to �66%
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(compared to 98% for the 3� cone) when collecting
through 2-mm irises. Collecting at the unconventional
Migdall angles actually worsens spatial decoherence,
with a �78�-per-mm phase slope. This spatial deco-
herence can be countered using a 1.46-mm BBO
compensator cut similar to the downconversion crystal
[23]. However, such long crystals (the compensators
are �2.5 times the length of the SPDC crystals) can
result in significant birefringent effects of their own,
e.g. the total temporal walkoff (including the SPDC
crystals) corresponds to �535 fs, making this config-
uration extremely sensitive to temporal compensation.
Experimentally, the highest concurrence obtained was
only �45%,5 using the non-traditional collection
angles suggested in [27] to overcome the Migdall
effect. Possible sources of decoherence include polar-
ization rotation in the SPDC crystal, spatial walkoff,
dispersion, etc.

3.3. Birefringent focusing

The third challenge involved in engineering an indis-
tinguishable photon-pair source – birefringent focusing
– arises from the requirement to optimize phasematch-
ing parameters in our system. Figure 3 shows the effect
of varying the focused pump beam-waist location z0
(measured relative to the center of a single 0.6-mm
group-velocity matched crystal) on the brightness and
purity6 of the single-mode fiber-coupled SPDC
photons. We see that the pump beam has to be focused
into the center of a crystal to generate bright spatially-
spectrally unentangled photons. Thus, the pump beam-
waist’s size and location need to be optimized
individually for each crystal (pumped with orthogonal
polarizations), resulting in the need for birefringent
focusing. Although the optimal pump beam waist size
is the same for both polarizations (since our approach
is simply to optimize downconversion from each of the
crystals), one of the pump polarizations has to be
focused one crystal length away, as shown in Figure 4.
The inverse problem, birefringent collection, is simi-
larly required since orthogonally-polarized downcon-
version photons, from the center of each crystal, have
to be optimally collected into single-mode fibers.

3.4. Experimental schemes for birefringent focusing

The obvious approach to birefringent focusing might
seem to be to employ a lens in combination with a
birefringent slab to shift the focus of one of the
polarizations. However, as discussed in [28] this
technique actually fails to achieve the desired effect,
i.e. two displaced round focused spots with orthogonal
polarizations. When focusing using a lens and a

birefringent crystal, the ordinary polarized light

behaves as expected, resulting in a longitudinal focus

shift. However, the extraordinary polarized ray results

in an elongated blurred focus, as extraordinary rays in

different planes of incidence experience different long-
itudinal shifts because of the varying angle-dependent

refractive indices inside the crystal [28].
Nevertheless, the underlying idea behind this

method, having a polarization-dependent optical path

length, can be implemented in other ways. For

instance, one can use a lens followed by an unbalanced

interferometer, e.g. a Mach–Zehnder, as shown in

Figure 5(a). Here, a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS)

Figure 3. Simulated purity and normalized brightness
dependence of the coupled SPDC photons on the position
of the (focused) pump beam waist z0, measured relative to the
center of the crystal (assuming 0.6-mm group-velocity
matched BBO crystals). (The color version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)

Figure 4. Schematic showing birefringent focusing (collec-
tion). The orthogonally polarized pump (downconversion)
components, shown by solid and dashed lines, need to be
focused at (collected from) the center of two different
crystals, separating the beam waists of the different polar-
izations by one crystal length. (The color version of this
figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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directs the different polarizations into different spatial
arms, one longer than the other. The foci of the two
different polarizations are thus controlled by the
difference in the optical path lengths between the two
arms. The disadvantage in using most interferometers,
including the Mach–Zehnder, is that they are extremely
sensitive to any path-length differences between the
two arms; in order to preserve the coherence between
the two arms (and the final relative phase � between
the HH ij and VV ij terms), they require interfero-
metric stability at the sub-wavelength scale.

A more stable interferometer, the Sagnac
(Figure 5(b)), circumvents the stability problem by
using the same spatial path for the two arms. Here, the
clockwise and counter-clockwise directions constitute
the two arms. Thus, any noise becomes common-
mode, making the interferometer extremely stable.
Birefringent focusing can be achieved by placing
a focusing lens displaced from the midpoint of the
path. As shown in Figure 5(b), horizontally polarized
light takes the counterclockwise path, sees the lens first
and, hence, focuses before the vertical polarization.
The distance between the two foci D f ¼ 2x, with x
corresponding to the distance of the lens from the
center. However, to engineer the indistinguishable
source we need to optimize collection as well as
focusing. Given that the downconversion beams are
non-collinear, we would thus need to use three such
Sagnac interferometers – one for the pump and one for
each of the downconversion arms, substantially
increasing the complexity of the source.

Alternatively, one might be able to use two
spatially separated crystals with appropriate lenses,
for optimal focusing of the differently polarized
pumps, between the two crystals [29].

To evaluate the complications introduced by the
three challenges in engineering the indistinguishable-
photon polarization entangled source, let us list the

proposed remedies: first, we need a temporal precom-
pensator to eliminate spectral-temporal decoherence
caused by an ultrashort femtosecond pump;7 second,
we collect at unconventional cone angles to reduce the
Migdall effect; and finally, we should add three
interferometers, e.g. Sagnacs, to optimize pump focus
and downconversion collection. All of these steps are
required, rather than simply inserting some narrow
bandwidth filters – the conventional way of dealing
with signal-idler correlations. Thus, while we have
identified, understood and solved three challenges to
engineering an indistinguishable-photon entanglement
source, we are led to reconsider our overall approach.
Most of the complications arise from incorporating
these group-velocity matched engineered crystals in the
two-crystal scheme for polarization entanglement.
Thus, we can explore an alternate method – the ‘rail-
cross arrangement’ – to generate polarization entan-
glement using the group-velocity matched SPDC
crystals.

3.5. The rail-cross arrangement

The rail-cross scheme, shown in Figure 6, uses a single
SPDC crystal and a double-pass pump arrangement to
generate type-I polarization-entangled photons. The
rail cross has been demonstrated with the typical �3�

SPDC emission angles [13,14]. Here, an extraordinary
polarized pump, e.g. horizontally polarized, is incident
on a downconversion crystal, with an amplitude to
produce SPDC photons in the VV ij 1 state. The pump
is then reflected back through the crystal, with an
amplitude to produce a pair in the VV ij 2 state. The
subscript on the downconversion state indicates the
pump pass, i.e. first or second, that generated it. The
VV ij 1 spatial modes are also reflected back through
the crystal, such that they overlap with the VV ij 2

Figure 5. (a) A Mach–Zehnder-like setup to achieve birefringent focusing. A polarizing beam-splitter (PBS) is used to separate
the two polarizations, and the foci separation is given by the path-length difference between the two arms. (b) A Sagnac-based
implementation of birefringent focusing. A PBS is used to direct the orthogonal polarizations into clockwise and anti-clockwise
paths. A focusing lens is placed offset from the center of the two paths. In the figure, the horizontal polarization sees the lens first,
and thus is focused before the vertically polarized beam. (The color version of this figure is included in the online version of
the journal.)
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spatial modes [14]. However, the VV ij 1 photons first
pass through quarter-wave plates (QWP) in each arm,
are reflected back and pass through the QWPs again;
the wave plates are oriented such that after both these
passes, VV ij 1 becomes HH ij 1. The optical path
lengths Ls, Li and Lp of the signal, idler and pump
between the crystal and the respective mirrors are set
so that the arrival times of all three are matched at the
crystal. The downconversion states from both the
pump passes are thus interferometrically combined;
when they are coherent with each other,8 they
constitute the polarization-entangled state
HH ij 1þe

iD� VV i2
�� , where D� ¼ �s þ �i � �p, and �s,

�i and �p denote the phases acquired by the signal,
idler and pump in propagating to their respective
mirrors and back, e.g. �p ¼ 2�Lp=�p. Note that
interferometric stability between the first and
second passes is a key requirement for high-fidelity
polarization-entangled states, i.e. the path lengths Ls,
Li and Lp should be stable to within �10 nm [15].

3.6. Engineering an indistinguishable source with the
rail cross

The spatio-spectrally engineered crystal can be
employed in a rail-cross arrangement to create an
indistinguishable polarization-entangled photon-pair
source. We can analyze the impact of the three main

effects that complicated the two-crystal approach –
temporal decoherence, the Migdall effect and birefrin-
gent focusing – in the rail cross arrangement. The first
effect, temporal decoherence, can be accounted and
compensated for using the methods discussed in [23].
The temporal delay Dt between HH ij 1 and VV ij 2 is
the overall difference in the arrival times between the
downconversion states generated from the first and
second pump passes.9 When Ls¼Li, the walkoff tHH

and tVV, of HH ij 1 and VV ij 2, respectively, relative to
the pump can be written in terms of the crystal
length L, the propagation times (inside the crystal) of
the horizontally polarized pump t

p
H, and the vertically

and horizontally polarized downconversion states, tdcV
and tdcH , respectively, as:

tHH ¼ tdcV ðl=2Þ þ 2
Ls

c
þ tdcH ðl Þ ð3Þ

tVV ¼ t
p
Hðl=2Þ þ 2

Lp

c
¼ t

p
Hðl=2Þ þ tdcV ðl=2Þ ð4Þ

Dt ¼ tVV � tHH ¼ t
p
Hðl Þ þ 2

Lp

c
� 2

Ls

c
� tdcH ðl Þ: ð5Þ

The path lengths Ls, Li and Lp can be matched10 such
that HH ij 1 and VV ij 2 are perfectly temporally
compensated (Dt¼ 0). Alternatively, instead of tweak-
ing Ls, Li and Lp to control the temporal walkoff,
another birefringent crystal could be used to compen-
sate for this delay. Thus, spatial and temporal
compensators can be designed using calculations
similar to those in [23].

Additionally, spatial walkoff (Poynting vector
walkoff) needs to be accounted for in the engineered
double-pass scheme.11 Spatial walkoff would result in
only a partial spatial overlap of HH ij 1 and VV ij 2. The
amount of spatial walkoff � can be given in terms of
the optic axis cut angle �, and extraordinary and
ordinary indices of refraction ne and no, respectively,
by [30]:

� ¼ � � arctan
no
ne

� �2

tan �

" #
sgnðno � neÞ: ð6Þ

For an engineered crystal, �¼ 4.3 for the pump (�¼ 4.1
for the downconversion) corresponding to a transverse
walkoff of�46 mm (�43 mm) in a 0.6-mm crystal. Figure
7(a) and (b) shows a simplified schematic of the spatial
walkoff of the various beams for each pass. Birefringent
compensators C that are identical to the SPDC
crystal,12 placed in each of the second-pass down-
conversion arms (Figure 7(c)) completely compensate
for the spatial walkoff that otherwise results in only
partial spatial-mode overlap between HH ij 1 and
VV ij 2. The spatial walkoff compensators can be easily

Figure 6. The rail-cross arrangement to generate type-I
polarization-entangled photons (after [13]). Two downcon-
version paths are coherently superposed to produce the
entangled state HHi1

�� þ VVi2
�� . The path lengths Li, Ls, Lp

are matched such that HHi1
�� and VVij 2 exit the crystal at the

same time. Compensators C in each downconversion arm
compensate for the spatial (Poynting) walkoff. Lenses L1 and
L2 are used to optimally focus the pump for both the passes
and are located one focal length away from the center of the
crystal. Lenses L3 and L4 are used to collimate the first-pass
downconversion modes and refocus them back into the
crystal, such that HHi1

�� and VVij 2 can be optimally collected
into single mode fibers. L3 and L4 are located one focal
length away from the center of the crystal. (The color version
of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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designed using Equation (5). Note that the temporal

walkoff in the compensators themselves have to be
accounted for and can be compensated by adjusting the

appropriate path lengths.13

The second main effect, the directional dependence

of the downconversion polarization – the Migdall

effect – ceases to be a problem when we employ the

rail-cross arrangement for polarization entanglement.

At the chosen wavelengths 405 nm! 810 nmþ 810 nm

the large 16� downconversion cone emission angle is

still required for group-velocity matching in the
engineered (BBO) crystal. However, since the down-

conversion occurs only in one crystal and always with

the same polarization, e.g. H ij ! VV ij , the azimuthal

collection angles can be chosen such that the down-

conversion polarization is perpendicular to that of the

pump in the lab frame, i.e. we can always collect at the

90� and 270� points on the emission cone [26,27] where

there is no Migdall effect.
The need for the third requirement, birefringent

focusing is also eliminated. The engineering scheme

calls for optimizing the pump beam waist. However,

because the pump is always the same polarization in

both the passes, birefringent focusing is unnecessary.

The pump can be focused at the center of the crystal,

for both passes, using a simple combination of two

lenses, as shown in Figure 6. Lens L1 focuses the pump
at the center of the crystal during the first pass and lens

L2 collimates the beam on its first pass; the mirror
reflects the pump back through L2, which now focuses

the pump back at the center of the crystal. Similarly,

birefringent collection is no longer needed. Lenses L3

and L4 are used to collimate the first-pass down-
conversion modes and, upon reflection by their

respective mirrors, refocus them back into the crystal.

L1, L2, L3 and L4 are all located one focal length away

from the center of the crystal. The downconversion
photons, in spite of the different polarizations, can be

optimally collected by simple lenses in each arm

because both HH ij 1 and VV ij 2 originate in the same
crystal.

Thus, the rail-cross arrangement appears to be

superior to the two-crystal scheme for engineering

indistinguishable photons, specifically because it elim-
inates two of the three main challenges. Temporal

compensation is still needed, but can be easily

employed in the rail-cross scheme without any addi-

tional compensators. Admittedly, there are known
challenges with the rail-cross arrangement that are

not present with the two-crystal scheme, the biggest

being the need for interferometric stability. Thus,

although there might be new, unexpected challenges
that complicate the rail-cross arrangement, it promises

to be a viable route to engineering an ideal indis-

tinguishable entanglement source for optical QI
protocols.

Figure 7. Poynting-vector walkoff and compensation in the rail-cross arrangement. (a) The extraordinary pump (blue) walks off
during the first pass. The generated downconversion states VVi1

�� (orange) are ordinary polarized and thus do not walk off;
however, they are created along the entire length of the crystal, leading to an elliptical spot after the crystal. (b) After reflection
and rotation by the quarter-wave plates, the first-pass downconversion photons HHi1

�� (purple) are extraordinary polarized and,
consequently, now exhibit walk off along with the pump (although to a slightly lesser degree due to the different refractive indices
at the longer wavelengths). The second-pass downconversion photons VVij 2 (orange), however, do not exhibit walkoff, although
again they are elliptical spots after the crystal. Thus, there is only a partial spatial overlap (�50% for 0.6-mm GVM SPDC
crystals). (c) The Poynting-vector walkoff can be compensated using a birefringent element C identical to the SDPC crystal to
obtain complete spatial overlap.14 The double-sided arrows (black) indicate the optic axis orientation in the SPDC and
compensator crystals. (The color version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have discussed two approaches to
realize an indistinguishable source using spatio-
spectrally unentangled photons from group-velocity
matched SPDC crystals: the two-crystal and the
interferometric rail-cross arrangement for generating
polarization entanglement. The deciding factors for the
best route to the indistinguishable source are heralding
efficiencies, and the tradeoff between the various
experimental challenges analyzed here, including
temporal/spatial decoherence, emission-angle depen-
dence of the downconversion polarization, optimized
focusing/collection and spatial walkoff. Currently, the
engineered group-velocity matched crystal employed in
a rail-cross arrangement appears to the most promising
option. However, the optimization of a typical SPDC
source using the approach presented here might be
limited (either fundamentally or because of experi-
mental challenges), in which case other engineering
options, such as crystal superlattices [31], four-wave
mixing in micro-structured fibers [3] etc., could be
pursued.
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Notes

1. In contrast, using a CW pump leads to maximal spectral
(anti-)correlation, since !s ¼ !p � !i.

2. Fidelity measures the amount of overlap between two
states �1 and �2 Fð�1, �2Þ ¼ ðTrf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

�2
ffiffiffiffiffi
�1
pp
gÞ
2 which

simplifies to h 1  2i
���� ��2 for pure states [23].

3. The subscript p indicates a polarization angle (defined
with respect to the pump polarization in the SPDC
crystal under consideration), as opposed to an emission
angle.

4. In comparison, in the typical 3� half-opening angle
geometry, the emitted state due to the Migdall effect is
j itypical ¼ ðj93:2

�
p, 86:9

�
pi þ j0

�
p, 0
�
piÞ=

ffiffiffi
2
p

, which has a
�99.7% fidelity with the ideal state, sufficient for most
applications to date.

5. We did not use any spatial compensators; instead,
spatial-phase coherence was controlled by collecting
with very small irises (50.5mm), at the expense of low
rates and long collection times.

6. The single-photon purity (signal or idler) is defined as
Tr(�2), where � is the density operator for the single
mode obtained by tracing over the idler mode.

7. Spatial compensation is not of much help when coupling
into single-mode fibers, which, at least initially, is
required to confirm the theory of the engineered
indistinguishable source.

8. The pairs from the first and second passes will be
indistinguishable if Ls � Li � Lc

s ¼ Lc
i , i.e. the path

lengths of the signal and the idler should be well
within the coherence lengths of the downconversion
photons Lc, and if Lp � Ls � Lp � Li 5Lc

p, i.e. the path
length of the pump should be small compared to its
coherence length Lc

p. Note that in the retro-reflection
geometry the path lengths Ls, Li and Lp correspond to
twice the distance between the crystal and the corre-
sponding mirrors.

9. The downconversion photons are assumed to be born in
the center of the parent crystal.

10. For example, a temporal delay of 100 fs corresponds to
�33 mm path length in free space.

11. Spatial walkoff becomes significant in the engineered
crystals mostly because of the pump beam waist
optimization requirement. For 0.6-mm crystals, the
optimized pump beam waist is �45 mm. Spatial walkoff
would complicate the original two-crystal scheme in the
non-traditional Migdall-collection-angle scheme as well.

12. The compensation crystals are chosen to be identical to
the SPDC for convenience. A number of other choices
exist by making a tradeoff between optic-axis angle and
thickness [27].

13. Collection using single-mode fibers obviates the need for
any spatial-phase compensators, which would otherwise
be required for free-space collection.

14. We have neglected the fact that the downconversion
amplitude is coherently enhanced as the beams propa-
gate through the crystals (�stimulated downconversion),
which may lead the output ellipses to have a
non-uniform probability density (e.g. lower at the top
and the bottom of the ellipse). This effect would affect
the calculated overlap somewhat.
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